
Early Learning Goal
Describe their immediate (local) environment;

know some similarities and differences between
different cultural communities in this country;

explain some similarities and differences between
life in this country and life in other countriess;

know some similarities and differences between
the natural world around them and contrasting

environments

Vocabulary
similarities,
differences,

communities, local
environment, place,

quiet, busy, calm,
noisy, old, new,
home, change,
environment,

seasons

Year 1
The geography of where we live: 

What is geography all about? Where in
the UK do I live? Geography of the local

area, land use & physical/human
geography of local area

The seaside: 
Difference between seaside and other

places, what to do at the seaside,
human impact on the beach, how have

seaside holidays changed?
The weather

What is the weather & how it affects our
lives? Changes through the seasons;
weather around the world; exploring

Antarctica

Year 2
Antarctica:

Biomes - exploring this through the life of
penguins in Antarctica, comparison with
Sahara desert, the Arctic compared to

Antarctica
Food & Farming:

Where does our food come from? e.g. dairy,
fruit & vegetables, all about sugar, food

from farm to shop
Geography of Kampong:

Location of Kampong Ayer compared to
local area, comparing homes, weather,

transport, geography etc

Vocabulary
EYFS + weather,

atlas, map,
human, physical,
United Kingdom,
North and South
Pole, cliff, coast,

forest, hill,
mountain, sea,

ocean, river, soil,
valley, vegetation,

season and
weather, city,
town, village,

identify, describe,
compare

Vocabulary

EYFS & Y1 + continent, Europe, North &

South pole, equator, Arctic, soil, valley,

vegetation, factory, farm, dairy, port,

transportation, Kampong Ayer,

temperature, environment, community

Year 3
The Sunshine State:

Exploring the physical and human geographical
features of a region in North America

Earthquakes:
Exploring why earthquakes only tend to occur in

particular areas of the world as a consequence of the
pattern and movement of the tectonic plates of the

Earth’s crust
Megacities:

What megacities are and where they are located?
exploring different megacities e.g. Baghdad, fast

growing cities e.g. Milton Keynes, Brazil, advantages &
disadvantages

Vocabulary
KS1 vocab + locate, describe, explain,

earthquake, volcano, ocean, latitude, longitude,
Northern Hemisphere, Southern Hemisphere,

epicentre, magnitude, Richter scale, population
density, time zone, map, city, megacity, village,

town, settlement, urban, rural, distribution,
capital, population density

Year 4
Local area change:

Why places change, past local area changes,
impact of WW1, quality of the local area

environment, use of satellite images
Sustainable living:

Sustainability & sustainable development, the
interrelationship of people with the environment

Biomes:
Climate across the UK, world climates, climate

graphs, the affect of climate on living things, the
Amazon Rainforest, Africa (driest inhabited
place), comparison of 2 different biomes 

Vocabulary
Y3 vocab + village, town, change, storm, rainfall,

natural disaster, borough, London,
redevelopment, transport, land use, residential;

commercial, density, fieldwork, accessibility,
pollution, traffic, amenities, sustainable,
unsustainable, reusable, rechargeable,

conservation, recycle, resource, tropical,
rainforest, savanna, hot desert, ice cap, tundra,

Amazon basin, Amazonia

Year 5
Volcanoes:

What does a volcano do? How is it formed?
Active volcanoes, comparing the physical
and human geography of Hiemaey to the

local area
Rivers:

The course of a river (source to mouth),
exploring local rivers, river estuaries, water

cycle, river flooding, the River Thames
Mountains:

Why are mountains important? Formation
of mountain ranges, significant

mountaineers, tourism

Vocabulary
KS1 & LKS2 vocab +
volcano, latitude,

longitude, eruption,
magma, evacuation,
lava, crus, mantle,

core, tectonic
plates, source,
mouth, course,

meander, stream,
Waterfall, flood
plain, estuary,

erosion, mountain,
landscape, summit,
sea level, mountain

range

Year 6
Climate change:  

Looking at changing patterns of weather that contribute to
longer-term climate change trends across the globe & their

implication for people
Fair trade:

Understand what international trade entails, the Silk Road,
imports & exports

Britain's National Parks
How and why we protect & conserve the country’s most scenic

and beautiful landscapes, important wildlife and associated
cultural heritage.

Vocabulary
KS1 & KS2 vocab +, rainfall, dry season, wet season, weather,

climate, drought, natural disaster, heatwave, Silk Road,
import, export, Fairtrade, co-operative, sustainable, ethical,

National Park, protection, conservation
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